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(512)-332-6197

> Evan Kice

Objective
I am currently a Software Engineer in Dallas TX, developing my skills and gaining good, real-world experience.

Education
UT Dallas (2010-2014)

Bastrop High School (2006-2010)

Bachelor of Science, with a Major in Software Engineering
2601 N Floyd Rd, Richardson, TX 75080
GPA: 3.401 Cumulative

General Educational Development
1614 Chambers St Bastrop, TX 78602
GPA: 99.0410, Class Rank: 28 out of 539 (top 5%)

Work Experience
Motio, Inc

Dallas, TX 75252

2014-Present

Software Engineer: Currently working on huge-scale business intelligent systems that work closely with IBM Cognos and are used by
thousands of businesses globally. Work with Java and JavaFx UI, Subversion, VirtualBox, SQL, Linux, many networking and
diagnostic tools including Fiddler and Wireshark, ExtJS, Javascript/PHP, Hibernate/Spring, and many, many other tools.

Steel Penny Games

Austin, TX 78727 (512) 769-0096

2013-2014

Game Programmer: Remotely diagnosed, edited, and tested source code for faults with minimal supervision for an online, free-to-play
Facebook game. Worked in ActionScript 3, Javascript, PHP, and MySQL over a Git repository.

Hyper Computers

Bastrop, TX 78602 (512) 321-2275

2012-2013

Computer Repair and Maintenance: Diagnosed and resolved hardware and software issues on client computers, including virus
protection, software installation, operating system repair and installations, desktop computer assembly, laptop motherboard and screen
replacements, performance testing, and wireless and modem connections.

Vector Marketing

Austin, TX 78734, (432) 686-9675

2011-2013

Sales Representative: Sold over $6000 of Cutco knives and accessories to personally recommended residents in the Bastrop and Austin
areas. Met and spoke with clients one-on-one and in small groups to present the benefits and advantages to Cutco merchandise and
fulfill orders. Experience working as a private contractor.

Hannibal Lokumbe Music

Bastrop, TX 78602, (512) 590-1057

2007-2008

Score Arrangement Publication: Researched, purchased, and learned new publication software to digitally transcribe large orchestral
and choir scores into conductor’s scores, instrument sheets, and hymn books. Published music performed for the Black Classical
Musicians and Concerts 2008-2009 in Philadelphia, Pa.

Projects
The White Cane

2013-2014

Creative Director and programmer for a year-long student game development project. Led a small team of artists and programmers to
create a survival-horror memory game that takes place in complete darkness. The game is was featured on IndieGames.com, and the
current build can be downloaded at http://kice.me/whitecane

Harlequin Noir

2012

One of three programmers for a semester-long independent game project at the University of Texas at Dallas. Designed a real time
brawler and combo system, as well as game movement and control.

Fetal Gestational Age Calculator

2011

Designed and wrote a program to calculate the fetal gestational age and target dates for specific fetal diagnostic testing, for Hill
Country Maternal Fetal Medicine in Austin.

Eagle Scout Project

2008-2009

Designed, budgeted, and raised $2,000 for the construction of a 8' by 10' cat habitat for Dreamtime Sanctuary in Elgin, Texas.
Managed crews for the completion of the 281 hour project.

